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FIZZ

User Meeting
Universidad de Castilla-La-Mancha

21/10/2015

Meeting - FIZZ program

09:30 The new FIZZ version 2.50

10:45 Current developments – Plans

11:00 Small exercise based on comparison of   
CATA vs Profile, using FIZZ Web

11:45 Fizz Questions / Answers

12:00 Close
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FIZZ 2.50

 FIZZ version 2.50 includes FIZZ Database.

 It is a standard MSI installation, which should make 
installation and upgrades easier. It should allow your 
IT teams to use software distribution systems to 
install and upgrade, and easy packaging if needed.

 After the installation new configuration tools will be 
available (the configuration will start automatically 
after the installation).

 The first set of slides focus on the more technical side 
(installation, configuration). The other slides focus on 
the user features. 

2.50 Preparation

Existing data files like sessions, 
questionnaires, code files, attribute files, 
results:
 Keep being used
 Version change in some cases: upwards 

compatibility, but not downwards.
 Backup needed of all data folders; typically the 

FizzData folder and all subfolders, but also any 
other folder where you store data

Database:
 If you use Paradox database, decision needed. 

See next slides.
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2.50 Preparation - Database
Client-Server database recommended.
 What is a ‘Client-Server’ vs. a ‘file based’ database?
 In Paradox format you simply have shared files in a folder (your 

current Fizzdata\Database folder) that the different users access 
simultaneously. This implies some specific management (Net 
Dir for example)

 In Client-Server mode you have a database server somewhere, 
and the ‘clients’ (the FIZZ applications for example) 
communicate with the server to extract the data, or insert new 
data, etc….

 Microsoft SQL Server recommended, from version 2005 
to 2014, including Express (free) versions.

 Oracle Database also supported
 Paradox DB not recommended, is still supported but 

has more limited features 
 Even ‘disconnected’ mode possible (in this case, you do 

not use any database)

2.50 Database – Strategies

If you already use FIZZ Database software, or if 
Microsoft SQL Server (MS SQL Server) or 
Oracle Database is already used for the 
previous standard Fizz database:
 You are ready from the database point of view

 Install version 2.50

 After the installation the database setup tool will 
allow upgrading your database: new tables, new 
fields…
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2.50 Database – Strategies

If you have been using FIZZ Judges in addition 
to FIZZ:
 There are a few specific actions to be taken

 Please contact our support team

2.50 Database – Strategies
If you are currently using a Paradox database, decide 
to switch to MS SQL Server or not:

 MS SQL Server (strongly recommended):
 Better performance and Ready for the future

 Many new possibilities: new tables, new fields, new functions (test 
meetings, invitations…)

 No ‘Net Dir’ problems anymore

 More ‘standard’ –> better database support from your IT

 May fit on an existing database server,

Otherwise… 

 Paradox
 Obsolescence of this format and drivers

 Most new FIZZ Database features not supported, Some test types 
not registered into the database

 Slower performance

 You keep the current database functions, with some improvements
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2.50 Database – Strategies
If you want to switch to Client-Server database (MS 
SQL Server or Oracle Database) from Paradox then 
please talk to your IT team and discuss which 
possibilities are available for MS SQL Server or Oracle:

 Is there an existing MS SQL Server or Oracle 
Database server, where the FIZZ database could be 
hosted also?

 If not, is there a possibility to get such a server? It 
can also be MS SQL Server Express (no license 
costs, and capabilities are amply sufficient).

 If you are operating an independent network, your 
current file server could also act as the database 
server.

2.50 Database – Strategies

 If it is not possible to get access to a MS SQL or Oracle 
database server quickly enough, you may keep using 
Paradox for the moment, and switch to the new 
database (and transfer the content of the database) 
when the new database server is available.

 If the database is not to be used at all, then you can 
keep using the Paradox format. But please check the 
new possibilities anyway, you might find interesting 
uses.

 In version 2.50 you will even have the possibility to work 
disconnected, independently from any database. This is 
especially useful when you use FIZZ on your laptop and 
use it while travelling with no connection to your 
database.
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2.50 Database

If you switch from Paradox database to Client-
server:
 A FIZZ database (another name could be used) must 

be created on the server

 The users must be created and access permissions 
must be given to them. For details, see the installation 
manual.

 Afterwards the FIZZ configuration tools can be used to 
connect to this database, create its structure (relational 
model, tables and fields). Details in the installation 
manual and in later slides.

 It will propose to start automatically the migration tool 
provided to transfer the data from your old database to 
the new one.

Upgrade preparation & current settings

 Download the FIZZ installation file (FizzSetup.exe) and store it into 
an empty folder on the network where it can be accessed from all 
FIZZ PCs to be upgraded. Remember the folder as you will have to 
use it later!

 If you use FIZZ Network, you can download also the Terminal 
installation file (FizzTermSetup.exe). Not mandatory.

 If you use FIZZ Portable download also the Terminal Fizz Portable 
Client installation file (FizzPortetup.exe).

 Then open FIZZ (previous version) on the supervisor (main) PC, 
and if you are using FIZZ Network, make sure you have also your 
terminals (taster PCs) started, like when you are going the run a 
session.

 Go to HELP | System information to get the current information.
 Do File | Save as and save the file into the same folder as the one 

with the installation file in the first step above. Call it Diag.txt (you 
can call it another name but the txt extension is mandatory). This 
file will be read by the installation program to retrieve your current 
settings.
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Installation
Installation screens
 Now you can start the installation file (FizzSetup.exe) downloaded 

earlier
 Select the installation language:
 On the welcome screen you get 

the opportunity to check 
the requirements:

 Then accept the 
license agreement:

 Specify name and 
organization

Installation
 You can now choose a local installation (recommended, discuss 

that with your IT) or a network installation (not detailed here: you 
will have to do first an administrative installation and then install 
your workstations from there)

 Specify installation folder 
(default should be OK), 
confirm that you want to archive 
previous version, specify global 
configuration folder (previous 
configuration folder proposed) 
and the data folder (use your 
current FIZZDATA folder)

 Then specify the type of setup
Supervisor or Workstation.

 Then the installation is 
summarized; click Install to start
installing.

 At the end of the installation you 
can launch the setup wizard 
(configuration manager) to complete the settings.
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FIZZ 2.50 setup tools
FIZZ 2.50 has new setup tools in order to 
separate the critical ‘system oriented’ settings. 

They are not available within FIZZ anymore, 
but immediately after the installation if you tick 
‘Launch the FIZZ setup wizard’, or afterwards 
from Start > Fizz > Tools > Fizz Configuration:
 Connection/Creation/Update of the database
 Management of Borland Database Engine
 Network settings for FIZZ Network
 Terminal settings for FIZZ Network
 Management of the judge languages
 Management of the configuration files
 Management of the database

FIZZ 2.50 settings
Configuration files containing the settings: 
management of the configuration files
 Two parts now

• Global / System settings for all users: common settings like the 
database, network and terminals for FIZZ Network. Also includes 
the default values for all user settings. 
These settings should be located in a common folder on the network even if FIZZ 
is installed locally), to be shared by all users. During the installation you will be 
asked for the location, which could / should be the location of your previous FIZZ 
settings. 

• Local / User settings for more personal settings like for example 
fonts, colors, analysis preferences. Includes FIZZ Forms settings 
and FIZZ Web and Portable settings. 

 The configuration management allows defining different configuration 
sets (in different locations), for different departments for example.

 If different configuration sets, users can be given the choice of the set 
to be used, either once (and then the choice is stored), either always 
again. 
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Start menu with tools
 New shortcuts in start 

menu

• Acquisition (Supervisor)

 Tools section
• Configuration manager

• Other utilities

Configuration Manager
Allows starting the different configuration tools.

Displays a brief explanation about the current 
tool.
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The database connection tool allows connecting 
to the database and preparing it. You get:
 Explanations

 Drive connection status if needed

 Program and settings used

 Type of action

Database connection

Next screen: connection
 Database type: MS SQL Server or Oracle (you do not need this 

tool if you still use Paradox)

 Connection mode and corresponding selection/building tools: 
 BDE (and ODBC alias). If BDE, next screen shows relevant BDE options.

 ADO (Active Direct Object) and connection string

 Authentication and connection test

Database connection 
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Table owner/schema: normally leave as is:

If database exists, the structure is loaded

and it is possible to update aliases (table and field names 
shown)

Database connection 

Table names: normally leave as it is:

Database structure to be created: list of tables and fields:

Database connection 
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Final summary

And then creation/update of the database elements.

Database connection 

End of the creation or update:

Here you can:
 Display and save a report if needed. Look at errors if any.

 Export (save) and send the setup parameters to be used later on other 
computers, if they have their own settings.

 Grant data base rights, or generate the corresponding script

Database connection
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Database import/migration
 Migrating your current database to the new one is proposed 

automatically at the end of the database creation.
Rmq: The tool is also available from the configuration manager (Database import)

Database import/migration 
 First you get a small explanation screen.

 And then you have to choose the existing database to be 
imported. 

If the importation tool started automatically after you created a new database and if 
you were using existing settings of a previous FIZZ installation everything will be 
specified already.
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Database import/migration 
 Then specify the destination database. If the importation tool 

started automatically after you created a new database the new 
database will be specified already.

You can choose to import directly or to generate a (big) script to be executed later.

Database import/migration 
 The mapping (associations origin <-> destination) are displayed 

for all tables, and for the different fields.

 Normally everything should be associated properly (no errors), 
except if you had unexpected table names, different versions of 
tables, custom fields… In these case you can correct:
 Export table (and choose destination table) or not

 Export fields or not
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Database import/migration 
 Summary of the mappings

Database import/migration 
 The exportation is done, either directly into the database or into the 

script to be executed later on the database.
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Database management
Different database management tasks
 Field and table aliases (names displayed to the user).

 Manage user rights
 Get Database system information
 Export the setup parameters in order to use them on other PCs (equivalent 

to the setup parameter exported at the end of the database connection)
 Modify the settings of FIZZ Database without opening FIZZ database. The 

settings are the same as those in the Tools | Options menu in FIZZ 
database.

Network – Terminals Settings
Settings of the communication between supervisor 
and terminals. 
Refer to manuals for details
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Network – Terminals Settings 

Definition of the terminals: 
 Network they belong to
 Number
Refer to manuals for details

Network – Terminals Settings 

Communication options
Refer to manuals for details
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Judge settings
Definition of all the judge settings
 Language
 Interface: fonts, colors, other settings…

Configuration sets – Folders 

You can have different sets of configurations:
 For different teams: Flavors and Fragrance
 For different contexts: connected or on the road….
 Later the user can choose the configuration at each FIZZ startup, or 

choose only once and then this is used automatically afterwards.
 For each configuration set you define the name, the location of the 

global settings, and the location of the local (user) settings if 
necessary.
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Modifications within the applications

The following slides present the improvements that have 
been done in FIZZ Acquisition and FIZZ Calculations 
compared to the previous version 2.47

All apps: these improvements are common to all applications

FIZZ Acquisition: improvements in FIZZ Acquisition

» Pages: improvements in pages (network, portable, Web 
versions)

» Pages/Qst: improvements in pages and paper questionnaires

FIZZ Calculations: improvements in FIZZ Calculations

All apps: New File choice window

The file choice window has been updated. Like in other applications. 
Among other features, you may:

» Sort by any column e.g. by name (like before) but also by date

» Choose the columns to display

» Remember also to use Recent Places and Libraries
In the Windows file explorer create for example a library called MyFizzData and then click 
the right mouse button on the folder where all your data files are contained, and choose 
Include in library.

» And use the ‘History’ button at the right of the name field.
The behavior is slightly different: you also move to the folder of the file chosen.
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All apps: buttons reorganized

The buttons in the various toolbars have been: 
»Standardized similar to other applications

»Homogenized

»Relocated similar to other applications: save, print, cut, copy, paste…

»Pages:

»Tables:

»Text:

»List of pages:

»Parameters

»Graphs:

»…

All apps – Shortcuts

New shortcut configuration:
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All apps – System information

Reviewed system information (Help | System 
information):

» Much more complete

» Includes Windows system events 

Pages: Show previous answers

New optional feature available when building a profile:
» Allows showing the judge the answers he has given for 

previous samples

» You can show the score(s) of the first sample only, previous 
sample only, first and previous sample, all previous samples

» Optionally shows corresponding sample codes

Here the judge scores his 3rd sample, with all 
previous samples shown:
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Pages: Show previous answers – How to?

When adding a profile in a page, simply activate 
these new possibilities on the Scale tab:

Pages / Qst: propagate layout
In your pages or questionnaire, doing the layout of 
semi-monadic tests is a lot easier. This is especially 
useful for consumer tests with a combination of many 
different question types.

Define the monadic test for 1 product and propagate:
» Works for all functions that are defined ‘by product’: semi-

monadic profile of course (with any type of scale: linear, 7 or 
9 point liking, JAR…) multiple choice questions, comments, 
instructions, timer… 

» Define them for at least 1 product and do the layout for the 
first product

» Then use the new ‘Edit > Change the number of products’ 
menu and specify the number of products and the number of 
screens (Network) or pages (Forms) by product.

» If you need to change anything (add questions, rearrange 
the layout) do it all for the first product and then use the 
same menu option.
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Pages: Automatic graduations

Graduations are very flexible: you can use Position, % 
scale, and justification. 

But often the anchor words are just regularly distributed (7 
or 9-point liking scale, JAR, linear scale with anchors at 
the end or the end and the middle…)

Now:

» New ‘Auto’ position, that puts the words on the scale 
in the order of the table, first at the beginning, last at 
the end, the others equally distributed.

» If you leave position empty, FIZZ automatically puts 
‘Auto’ for position and ‘Center’ for justification.

In most cases, you only need to type the words.

Pages / Qst.: Matrix question

Matrix multiple choice questions:
» Present several questions with the same list of possible 

answers

» Horizontally:
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Pages / Qst.: Matrix question

» Or vertically

Pages: Hierarchical profile

Similar to hierarchical choice between attributes, 
but with scales:

»When the judge select an attribute, he can score it

»Optional right part displays scores given
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Pages: Hierarchical profile

Definition of the tree and the colors in the attribute 
file:

FIZZ Acquisition: Other improvements

 Supervision: displays also next sample in semi-
monadic context.

 Smaller pictures when capturing screens during 
simulation.

 Compress several sessions or questionnaires at 
once.

 FIZZ Web and Portable: enhancements in the 
deployment options

 ….
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Calculations – DB Information

FIZZ Calculations will allow using database 
information
 Filter: Judge/Consumer information from the 

database can be used as filter like you currently 
can use any information present in the result file 
directly. This will allow for example to analyze only 
the answers from the female consumers, the 
students, the people who eat garlic…

 Edition: information from the database concerning 
the judges, the samples/products, and the session 
can be obtained together with the result output.

Calculations – Judge performance

Judge performance:
 From performance graphs, you can now register the 

performance indexes into the database: 
 Judges: p-values of the product factor, % of attributes with 

significant product discrimination, repeatability indices and 
their average, percentage of ‘repeatable’ attributes,

 Panel: p-value of the product factor, % of attributes with 
significant product discrimination, repeatability... 

 From the analysis of discrimination tests, you can 
now register: judge answers, % of correct answers, 
and alpha-risk.

 All this can be later queried from the database to 
look at performance over time.
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Calculations – Other improvements

 The descriptive statistics tables can now also include 
the standard error, and the median and the quartiles

 Multivariate analyses (PCA for example): variables 
with standard deviation=0 are now automatically 
removed. 

 The coordinates obtained on the PCA maps can be 
stored in a new file, in order to analyze them further 
(clustering for example).

Fizz Database

FIZZ Database is included with version 2.50

» It has been presented already

» We can do some exercises if wished…

…. Depending on remaining time
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FIZZ DB – Sorting / Filtering
The session characteristics/properties allow defining 
project/requester/client…

 Use the search toolbar

 Sort or filter with Questionnaires > List (Sessions > List 
from FIZZ)

 Click the column title to sort or 
filter on that column

 You can also sort (descending for 
example)

 You can use several columns
 You can also define more

extended filters
 To cancel the filter on a column

use Delete Filter.
 You can also use Edit > Filter to

disable or activate all filters

FIZZ DB – Sample naming

Sample names are IDs and must be unique! 

You rarely (never?) test exactly the same 
sample again.
 Up to 15 characters.You can have a unique, 

relatively ‘cryptic’ sample ID but use another 
field (for example Description) for your 
analyses. 

 Use for example SessionID (if you use such a 
logic) or date + order of the sample in the 
session, for example: S14-128_1, S14-128_2… 
or 20140410A_1, 20140410A_2…

 You could even use fully automatic: Edit > 
Automatic sample names
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FIZZ DB – Data input
 When modifying a record and moving to another sample, you 

are asked to confirm the modifications. You can disable 
confirmation on every record modification in Tools > Options 
> Edition >Request a confirmation….

 For relatively repetitive information in samples, copy an 
existing record using right mouse button or Edit > 
Duplicate… and then of course modify the characteristics of 
the duplicated sample

 Use tabular input to copy/paste (from Excel for example), 
copy downwards….

 The columns shown in the tabular input can be defined within 
the tool. You can save and load column lists if needed, and 
also define the defaults (Tools > Options > Edition >Columns 
of the tabular input)

FIZZ DB – Actions in FIZZ

From the questionnaire list you can 
directly trigger actions in Fizz:

 Open the selected questionnaire

 Start the simulation of that questionnaire

 Run it, scan the paper questionnaire

 Open the result file

 …

For many things you could work from the 
questionnaire list and benefit from the 
sorting/filtering options of the complete
questionnaire list rather than working from 
folders.
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FIZZ DB – Registering

Register all pending results into the 
database:

 The ‘New results’ field in the questionnaire list shows 
if a questionnaire needs to be registered

 When new results are collected for a questionnaire 
(running the test, scanning the paper form, 
consolidating Portable of Web answers) this field is 
automatically ticked.

 When  the questionnaire’s results are registered into 
the database the field is automatically unticked

 The ‘results registration disabled’ field allows 
preventing the registration of a questionnaire. 

FIZZ DB – Judge participations

Judge participations listing
 Judges > List, navigate through the judge list and look 

at the participations at the bottom.
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FIZZ DB – Judge participations

Judge participations queries
 List of the participations: start from Queries > 

Predefined queries > judge participations

 Do File Save As if you plan modifications to this query 
that you want to keep as a different variant.

 You can group by judge, count the sessions and sum 
up the durations

FIZZ DB – Products tested

Sample participations queries
 List of the participations: start from Queries > 

Predefined queries > Sample participations

 Do File Save As if you plan modifications to this query 
that you want to keep as a different variant.

 Add the columns needed: product type, Product 
category,..

 Define your criteria
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FIZZ DB – Combine answers

Result queries
 If it concerns for example Profile results, start from 

Queries > Predefined queries > Results profiles

 Select the columns needed, especially the columns to 
do your analyses

 Define your criteria: it could simply be directly the 
sample names: Contains …or…

 Once you have the results needed, use Query Results 
> Use For > import to FIZZ Calculations, or use the 
corresponding button 

Check All That Apply

Now, an example based on CATA 
using the Web…
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Check All That Apply - Reminder

Traditional descriptive analyses (DA)

Free Choice profiling
Flash profiling
CATA
 Verbal based methods

Sorting, Napping®
 Similarity based methods

Analytical

Spontaneous

Less cost

Reduce time

Criteria important to the individual 

Main 
reasons 

to try

Check All That Apply
Originally used in Marketing research to understand consumers’ 

perception of products since the seventies.

Recently introduced in sensory evaluation to understand 
consumers’ preferences.

Easy to perform, quickly completed  Less cost

Sensory, and moreover hedonic and emotional 
aspects taken in account

Alternative to profile data in external preference 
mapping when computing hedonic scoring ,  

Some 
reasons 

to try
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How it works

A list of attributes is submitted to the assessors who 
select those that characterize a sample.

How to perform a CATA

The list of attributes can be elaborated by the assessors 
using for example a focus-group, or may derived from 
open-ended questions.

The samples are presented one at a time according to a 
randomized and equilibrated design. 
The attributes can be displayed in a randomized order 
too.

Assessors can take as much time as needed.
Assessors can select as many attributes as wished.
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The data
For each product, the answers of the assessors can be
summarized in a contingency table.

CATA Prod 1

Judge A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

6 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

7 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

8 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

9 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

10 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

11 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Summ 0 11 4 4 0 9 8 9 0

Then we can add up for each attribute the number of time it
has been chosen.

The data
At late, a frequency matrix counting the number of 
assessors who selected each attributes to describe
each product can be compiled.

CATA Products

Attributes P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

A1 2 16 20 10 24 13

A2 11 6 4 9 0 7

A3 4 13 0 10 3 12

A4 4 9 22 12 22 11

A5 0 17 4 16 4 18

A6 9 6 18 7 16 3

A7 8 4 8 1 5 3

A8 9 4 10 2 9 4

A9 0 15 1 19 5 18
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Calculations

Correspondence Analysis can be performed on such frequency 
matrix. 

Comment about the method
A lot of comments about the method (various comments 
heard among users): 

POSITIVE ASPECTS

It's easy to perform for the experimenter, 
and easy to understand and answer for 
panelists

Powerful as enough to discriminate between 
samples

Very intuitive

No training required, nor repetition to get 
a result

…….

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Nominal data less tend to have less power 
than quantitative, i.e. ranking or scoring

Need a certain number of assessors

Big issue in defining a good list of attributes 
(which and how many)

……….

…

CATA
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How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
Function used for the page definition: choice between
attributes (randomized or not).

How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
The results file looks like:

Judge Chopin has selected attributes nbr 1, 2, 3 and 5 for 
the product 1….

….That is to say: Equilibrated, 
wonderful, I like it and Bitter.
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How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
In FIZZ Calculation, compute the results with the 
« Characterization by attributes » function, option 
« Frequencies »:

 The summary table of the chosen attributes contains 
the values required for the Factorial Correspondence
Analysis but … needs to be transposed.

Summary of the chosen attributes

Attribute CARLSBERG HEINEKEN KRONEMBOURG BUD STELLA

Equilibrated 5 10 3 7 1

Wonderful 14 5 0 17 0

I like it 13 4 7 4 3

Salivation 1 19 5 11 2

Bitter 9 10 3 27 5

Last AfterTaste 0 5 5 13 2

 Copy the table and Paste-Transposed in Excel

How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
In FIZZ Calculation, create a new « Multivariate Analysis
File » doing « FILE|New » 

 Declare the type of wished analysis (FCA), of data 
(integers) and the number of variables (6 attributes)

 Define the names of the variables (the attributes)
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How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
Copy/Paste the table that you have transposed in Excel 
in the new multivariate file that you have created:

 This file (ffa type) is ready to be computed.

How to do a CATA test in FIZZ
Using « Multivariate analyses / 
F.C.A. », you obtain :
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Practice
Now, really time to practice!

The session has been deployed using FIZZ Web

http://fizzweb.biosystemes.com/FizzWeb.dll?ID=U0ZiYLB7r4A89eGN

Fortunately, you can customize it in an email or on 
your Website:

http://tinyurl.com/faces-CATA

 Key in this address and enter the session

Practice
Now, really time to practice!

A session QDA based on the same samples has been 
deployed using FIZZ Web

http://fizzweb.biosystemes.com/FizzWeb.dll?ID=SBDe8kMwnQmWKLzh

Customized link:

http://tinyurl.com/faces-QDA

 Key in this address and enter the session
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Practice…
The facial expressions were: 

Thank you!

Have a nice meeting!


